Motion characteristics of the vertebral segments with lumbar degenerative spondylolisthesis in elderly patients
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Abstract

Objective Although some studies have reported on the kinematics of the lumbar segments with degenerative spondylolisthesis (DS), few data have been reported on the in vivo 6 degree-of-freedom kinematics of different anatomical structures of the diseased levels under physiological loading conditions. This research is to study the in vivo motion characteristics of the lumbar vertebral segments with L4 DS during weight-bearing activities.

Methods Nine asymptomatic volunteers (mean age 54.4) and 9 patients with L4 DS (mean age 73.4) were included. Vertebral kinematics was obtained using a combined MRI/CT and dual fluoroscopic imaging technique. During functional postures (supine, standing upright, flexion, and extension), disc heights, vertebral motion patterns and instability were compared between the two groups.

Results Although anterior disc heights were smaller in the DS group than in the normal group, the differences were only significant at standing upright. Posterior disc heights were significantly smaller in DS group than in the normal group under all postures. Different vertebral motion patterns were observed in the DS group, especially in the left–right and cranial–caudal directions during flexion and extension of the body. However, the range of motions of the both groups were much less than the reported criteria of lumbar spinal instability.

Conclusion The study showed that lumbar vertebra with DS has disordered motion patterns. DS did not necessary result in vertebral instability. A restabilization process may have occurred and surgical treatment should be planned accordingly.
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Introduction

Lumbar degenerative spondylolisthesis (DS) is the forward slippage of a superior lumbar vertebra relative to the inferior vertebra due to degeneration, with the pars interarticularis intact. Lumbar DS was recognized as a common condition in elder individuals [1], which frequently causes mechanical low back pain, radicular lower limb pain and neurogenic claudication [2]. A large series study (n = 3,259 outpatients with low back pain) showed that the overall incidence of DS is 8.7 %, and the predominant segment and gender are L4–5 and female [1]. Although eight decades has passed since Junghanns firstly described the condition in 1930, the etiology, pathogenesis, and treatment of DS are still controversial [2].
Most previous studies investigated the relationship between DS and morphological changes in the lumbar spine structures such as the facet joint and the intervertebral disc. Some studies reported that increased sagittal orientation of the facet joint and the pedicle-facet angle, W-shaped facet joint, horizontalization of the lamina, and facet joint osteoarthritis are predisposing factors of DS [1–5]. Others reported that disc degeneration was the main reason of DS, as the disc height loss not only raises the facet joint pressure that leads to arthritic remodeling [6], but also produces sagittal plane instability that leads to DS [7].

In addition to morphologic changes, altered kinematics is assumed to be another important factor that is related to DS and its surgical treatment [8, 9]. Due to slippage, kinematics of the vertebrae with DS is altered, which may lead to a series of pathological processes and clinical symptoms. To reveal pathogenesis, explain clinical symptoms and decide treatment methods, kinematics of DS has been studied using a variety of techniques including lateral flexion–extension radiographs [10], biplanar radiographs [11], cineradiography [12, 13], open MRI [14, 15] and, etc. However, most of these studies focused on the anterior–posterior motion of the vertebral bodies. Since both anterior disc and posterior facet joints may play important roles during the process of DS, it is important to study the kinematics of each part of the vertebrae to understand pathogenesis, explain clinical symptoms, and select treatment methods. However, there are few data reported on the in vivo 6 degree-of-freedom (6DOF) kinematics of different anatomic structures of the diseased levels under physiological loading conditions.

We have developed a combined dual fluoroscopic and MR/CT imaging system (DFIS) to investigate the in vivo lumbar spine kinematics [16]. Using this technique, the 6DOF kinematics of various structures of the vertebrae can be accurately measured when the subjects are at different physiological positions [17]. In this study, we measured the in vivo kinematics of the L4–5 vertebrae with DS in a cohort of elderly patients, and compared the results with those of a group of asymptomatic normal elder subjects.

Materials and methods

Study populations

Approval of the experimental design by the authors’ Institutional Review Board was obtained prior to the initiation of the study. A written consent was obtained from each subject prior to the study. Nine patients with diagnosis of L4–5 DS (3 males and 6 females) were recruited from a single academic center. The patients had a mean age of 73.6 years (range 52–87 years). All patients vertebrae slippage were grade I by Meyerding classification method that categorizes severity of the slippage based on the percentage of translation of the upper vertebral body over the lower one. Nine asymptomatic subjects with a mean age of 54.4 years (range 50–60 years, 4 males and 5 females) were recruited for this study. The subjects were evaluated for the absence of low back pain and other spinal disorders.

MRI/CT-based three-dimensional geometry model of vertebrae

All subjects were scanned in a supine, relaxed position. Two patients with DS and nine normal subjects were scanned using a Siemens Medical Solutions MAGNETOM Trio 3-T MRI scanner with a spine surface coil and a T2-weighted fat-suppressed 3-D spoiled gradient recalled sequence. Sagittal images with thickness of 1.5 mm and resolution of 512 × 512 pixels were obtained. Seven patients with DS were scanned in a General Electric Light-Speed Pro16 CT scanner. Axial plane images with thickness of 0.625 mm and resolution of 512 × 512 pixels were obtained. The images of the spinal segments were then imported into a modeling software (Rhinoceros® Robert McNeel & Associates, Seattle, Washington) to construct 3-D geometric vertebrae models of L4 and L5. Models created from CT or MRI images have no significant difference in geometry and thus have similar accuracy in matching results according to our previous study [18].

Dual fluoroscopic imaging

The lumbar spine was imaged using a dual fluoroscopic system (BV Pulsera; Philips, Bothell, Washington). The subjects were asked to stand and position their lumbar spines within the views of both fluoroscopes and actively move to different postures: standing upright, maximum lumbar flexion, maximal lumbar extension. The subjects were also asked to self-limit the hip rotation and focus on lumbar motion. In patients with DS, certain maximum positions may cause pain. But the imaging time was about 1 s so that all patients can finish the study. Images were taken as described by previous paper [16].

Reproduction of lumbar spine kinematics under in vivo weight bearing

The geometry of the dual-orthogonal fluoroscopic system was created in the modeling software [16]. The lumbar vertebrae models were introduced into the virtual system and were independently moved and rotated until their silhouettes matched with those captured on the two orthogonal fluoroscopic images. Thus, the positions of the lumbar vertebrae during in vivo weight-bearing activities were reproduced.
Creation of coordinate system

Right-hand Cartesian coordinate systems were created to quantify the 6DOF motions of several representative locations on L4 and L5 vertebrae (Fig. 1). For L4, five points were selected as the origin of coordinate systems: the midpoints of the anterior and posterior rim of inferior endplate, the center of the left and right inferior facet joints, and the center of the spinous process. Similarly for L5, five corresponding points were selected as the origin of the coordinate systems: the midpoints of anterior and posterior rim of superior endplate, the center of the left and right superior facet joints, and the center of the spinous process. The \( x \) axis was set perpendicular to the sagittal plane and parallel to the superior endplate of L5 to represent the left–right direction. The \( y \) axis was set in sagittal plane parallel to the superior endplate of L5 to represent the anterior–posterior direction. The \( z \) axis was perpendicular to the transverse plane to represent the cranial–caudal direction.

Measurements of variables

By measuring the corresponding proximal vertebral coordinate system in the distal coordinate system, motions of the disc, the facets and the spinous process were calculated at standing upright, flexion and extension with respect to relaxed supine position in 6DOF. Results were presented in left–right, anterior–posterior and cranial–caudal translations and rotations of these structures. In addition, anterior disc height (ADH) and posterior disc height (PDH) were, respectively, retrieved by measuring the perpendicular distance between the two opposite points of the endplate rims (Fig. 1). Stability was evaluated by comparing the ROM of flexion–extension.

Statistical analysis

The continuous variables were measured as mean ± SD and one-way ANOVA test was used to examine between-group differences. All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS for Windows, release 19.0, IBM) and the significant level of \( P \) was set at 0.05.

Results

In all postures, both ADH and PDH were shorter in the DS group than in the normal group (Table 1). PDH were significantly shorter in all postures \( (p < 0.05) \), while ADH were significantly shorter only during standing upright when compared the DS group \( (6.93 \pm 3.23 \text{ mm}) \) to the normal group \( (10.27 \pm 2.28 \text{ mm}) \) \( (p < 0.05) \).

Motions of L4 with respect to L5 were plotted with supine posture as zero reference (Figs. 2, 3, 4). The horizontal axes were drawn to scale to reflect the averaged distances between various structures of the vertebra and marked on the figures. The vertical axes represent the range of motions (ROMs) of L4 under the other three postures relative to supine posture.

Small left–right translations (about 1 mm) of different vertebral structures were observed in both groups (Fig. 2). In the normal group, a clear left–right swing pattern of the cranial vertebra with respect to the caudal vertebra was observed. During extension, anterior rim of the cranial vertebral body swing to the left and its spinous process swing to the right. During flexion, anterior rim of the
cranial vertebral body swing to the right and the spinous process swing to the left. This pattern was not observed in the DS group. Similar anterior–posterior translations were observed in both groups as the anterior part of the vertebra had larger translation than the posterior part under all three postures (Fig. 3; Table 2). The two groups had different motion patterns in the cranial–caudal direction when changing posture from supine to upright stand (Fig. 4). In the normal group, the anterior and posterior structures of the vertebrae compressed approximately equally. However,
### Discussion

In vivo motion characteristics of the vertebral segments with DS are difficult to quantify in 6DOF and few data has been reported in literature. In this study, we used a combined MRI/CT and dual fluoroscopic image system to determine the disc heights, motion patterns and ROMs of the vertebral segment with DS in living patients under supine, standing upright, flexion and extension and compared the data to those of normal subjects. The combined imaging technique was able to investigate all 6DOF motion with sub-millimeter/-degree accuracy, which is particularly useful in study patients since the sagittal motion alone may not fully describe the deformity and abnormal motion associated with spinal diseases. We found that disc heights under the four postures were shorter in DS group compared with normal group. We also observed different motion patterns between the two groups during flexion and extension. However, we did not find any statistically significant difference in the ROMs between the two groups.

Association between intervertebral disc degeneration and DS remained controversial. Decreased intervertebral disc height, or narrowing was usually considered as a degenerative indicator [7, 19]. Some studies indicated that intervertebral disc narrowing had no significant relationship with DS [5, 20]. Kalichman [5] found that age, sex and facet joint osteoarthritis, but not intervertebral disc narrowing, were significantly associated with DS in a cross-sectional study. Vogt [20] found that anterolisthesis was not associated with the disc height among elder African American women in a lateral radiographs study. Some other studies, however, revealed that disc degeneration was associated with DS to a varying degree [21]. Disc degeneration was regarded as an initial event, which leads to the decrease of the disc height and then segmental instability, leading to slippage of the vertebral [2, 7]. Chen [7] found that middle aged women with DS had decreased overall disc height and decreased ADH was an independent predictor of DS in a radiographic study. Fujiwara [22] found that anterior translational instability was positively associated with disc degeneration and facet joint osteoarthritis in a consecutive patients (mean age 46 years) using lumbar MRI and functional radiograph. In our data, we also observed that the ADH were smaller in the DS group than in the normal group but the differences were only significant at standing upright and the PDH was significantly reduced in all the four postures. The changes of disc heights in DS group indicated that the affected disc had increased vertical laxity and decreased elasticity [8, 23]. Our data indicated that disc degeneration had some relationship with DS.

Although various radiographic techniques have been used to study lumbar kinematics, few data have been reported on the in vivo 6DOF lumbar kinematics with DS during functional movement. Takayanagi [12] studied the motion patterns in asymptomatic volunteers and symptomatic patients with L4–5 DS in sitting postures and found that lumbar spine with DS presented disordered motion patterns and segmental instability. Okawa [13] reported that patients with DS showed disordered motion patterns while subject bent forward from a standing neutral position and then returned to the original position. In this study, the kinematics of both anterior and posterior structures of the slipped vertebrae was evaluated and different gross motion patterns from normal vertebrae were observed, which agreed with the existing literatures.

It is interesting to note that in the transverse plane, the normal vertebrae had a side to side swing motion centered at the posterior rim of vertebral body, while the slipped vertebrae had a disordered swing motion without a distinct pattern. The disordered movement of the slipped vertebrae

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Normal (mm)</th>
<th>DS (mm)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left–right</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.16 ± 1.51</td>
<td>1.48 ± 1.70</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1.04 ± 1.05</td>
<td>1.79 ± 1.59</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.43 ± 0.57</td>
<td>2.07 ± 1.28</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2.01 ± 1.36</td>
<td>2.45 ± 1.23</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior–posterior</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.19 ± 0.65</td>
<td>1.84 ± 0.62</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.94 ± 0.69</td>
<td>1.59 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.71</td>
<td>1.30 ± 0.59</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.80</td>
<td>1.39 ± 0.93</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranial–caudal</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.70 ± 0.93</td>
<td>1.89 ± 1.03</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.63</td>
<td>1.14 ± 0.89</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.96 ± 1.62</td>
<td>2.40 ± 1.74</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3.45 ± 2.58</td>
<td>4.04 ± 2.87</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A anterior rim of the endplate, P posterior rim of the endplate, F center of the facet joint, S center of the spinous process.
maybe resulted from asymmetric degeneration and proliferation of the vertebral body, intervertebral disc and facet joints [24]. Although there was no statistical significance, the DS group tended to have larger translations, which revealed that the disc inferior to the slipped vertebrae in the DS group exhibited hypermobility. As shown in Fig. 2, the facet joints in the DS group had increased motion than the normal group, indicating that the facet joint of the slipped segment has increased laxity. Previous studies have shown that facet joints were more sagittally orientated in patients with DS and more coronal orientated in normal subjects [25], which implied that the facet joints in the DS group may be less efficient in limiting anterior–posterior translation of the slipped vertebra.

In the cranial–caudal direction in the sagittal plane, the slipped vertebrae had different motion patterns from supine to standing upright compared to normal vertebrae. There were significantly larger compression of the anterior part of the vertebrae with DS compared to normal, while their posterior spinous processes were at slight tension, i.e., during flexion and extension, the posterior structures, the facet joints and the spinous process tend to “open wider” in the DS group than in the normal group (Fig. 4). This may be caused by the decreased disc height and elasticity of the affected disc as mentioned above. This motion may overstrain posterior spinal muscles for a longer period and ultimately leading to muscular injuries and fatty infiltration as hypothesized in the literature [26].

Instability is an important factor in explaining clinical symptoms and determining the surgical method, such as decompression without fusion, posterolateral fusion with or without instrumentation and anterior lumbar interbody fusion [2]. Whether DS leads to instability was controversial in literature [2]. DS was conventionally considered to be unstable [2], but some papers have reported that there was no evidence that the ROMs of the vertebrae with DS were increased compared with normal vertebrae [2, 14]. McGregor [14] investigated the kinematics of flexion and extension in patients with degenerative and isthmic spondylolisthesis using an open MRI and did not find instability. Instability was usually determined from the 2D ROMs of the vertebrae using 2D extension–flexion lateral radiographs. Several radiographic diagnostic criteria have been proposed for lumbar spinal instability and the reported criteria had different cutoff value for different author, such as 3, 4 or 5 mm for translational motion [27]. More recently, Hasegawa presented a new intraoperative measurement system, with displacement transducer and load cell fixed to the spinous process to measure the force–displacement behavior during flexion–extension. They proposed to use initial flexion stiffness as criteria for access instability. Widely distributed flexion stiffness was found in segments with DS and suggested that DS was not always unstable [28]. In the present study, we studied the 6DOF ROMs of the vertebrae in 3D spaces (Table 2). The ROM of DS in the current study was much less than the reported criteria of instability, which indicated that there was no obvious instability in the current DS group. Kirkaldy-Willis [29] subdivided the lumbar degenerative process into three stages: temporary dysfunction, unstable and restabilization stage. Using this classification, the presence of DS does not necessarily mean instability when restabilization occurred [30]. The reason may be that the ages of our patients were relatively high and the degeneration of lumbar had entered into the third stage of restabilization.

There were some limitations in the present study. First, the study only focused on the elder patient population. Further investigations are necessary before extending the results to general patient population of DS. The mean age of our healthy patients is smaller than that of the DS patients, since age of 40–60 is the eldest healthy population that we can get without severe degenerative changes in the lumbar spine, which may affect the lumbar motion characteristics. Second, the sample size is relatively small in the present study, mainly due to the difficulties in patient recruitment and follow-up of the elder population. However, we were still able to observe significant differences in motion characteristics between the two groups. With more subjects enrolled in future, only few marginal differences between the two groups, e.g., ADH at flexion (p = 0.08, 72 % power) might turn out to be significant. Third, only flexion and extension were examined in the current study, lateral bending and torsion as well as other activities should be investigated in future studies.

This study compared the vertebral kinematics of the patients with DS to normal subjects during weight bearing, standing upright, flexion, and extension. DS subjects had decreased disc height under different postures, indicating that the disc degeneration plays a role during the process of DS. Significantly different motion patterns of different vertebral structures, including the disc, facet and spinous process have also been observed. However, non-significant differences in ROMs were observed between the DS and normal subjects. The results suggested a restabilization of the vertebrae may have occurred in the elderly patients and surgical treatment should be planned accordingly.
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